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Tutorial purpose
The primary objective of this tutorial is to improve software development in practice regarding the
difficult and important transition from requirements to high‐level software design.
The participants will understand several key problems with current object‐oriented (OO) methods
and how they can be resolved. In particular, they will see how scenarios and use cases can be utilized
for requirements engineering and software design. But they will also see the additional need to
specify the functional requirements for the system to be built. In addition, they will be able to
distinguish between domain objects and software objects. They will experience UML as a language
for representing OO models, but also the need to be clear about what kind of objects are
represented. This is important for the model‐based transition from requirements to design.

Tutorial description
How can the application domain and the requirements be better understood using object‐oriented
(OO) modeling? How do scenarios / use cases fit together with functional requirements? How can a
domain model be used for a model‐based transition to a design model?
This tutorial addresses these questions in the following manner. It shows how each requirement
given in natural language can be viewed itself as an object and modeled as such. This approach
facilitates both a hierarchical organization (by grouping requirements instances into classes and
subclasses) and explicit association (by relating requirements through OO associations). While
scenarios / use cases can somehow illustrate the overall functionality, additionally functional
requirements for the system to be built should be formulated and related to them appropriately. All

kinds of requirements make statements about the application domain, which should be first
represented in a domain model of conceptual classes, in order to make the requirements better
understandable. This tutorial explains a seamless transition to a high‐level design model, where
design classes are abstractions of implementation classes. This transition from requirements to
software design is also investigated in model‐driven terms, whether it is a transformation or just a
mapping. In addition, the influence of non‐functional requirements for selecting an architecture is
explained.
The target groups are software development practitioners, such as requirements engineers, software
designers and project leaders. Also educators will benefit from this tutorial. The assumed attendee
background is some familiarity with object‐oriented concepts as well as interest in requirements,
analysis or software design.
Detailed Outline
 Introduction and Background
─ Requirements
─ Object‐oriented core concepts
─ Use cases
 Business and domain modeling using objects and UML
─ Business process — Business Use Case
─ Domain model
 Functional requirements, goals and scenarios / use cases
─ Functional requirements
─ Goals
 Requirements and UML models
─ Types of requirements
─ Non‐functional / quality requirements
─ Conflicts between quality requirements
─ OOA (object‐oriented analysis) model
─ Requirements vs. requirements representation
─ Software Requirements Specification
 Transition to software design
─ Animated transition example
─ OOD (object‐oriented design) model and architecture
─ Sequence diagrams for OOA vs. OOD models
─ Transition recommendations
─ Model‐based transition
 High‐level software design
─ Software architecture
─ Selection depending on non‐functional requirements
 Summary and conclusion
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